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Education in Greenland

Research Abstract
Education in Greenland is a delicate topic. While the structure and curriculum of the education systems are modern, the unique characteristics
of Greenland and Greenlandic culture impedes the education system from
operating optimally. No single factor is individually responsible for the
overall unsatisfactory level of education in Greenland, instead the factors
interact with each other to produce unique interferences characteristic only
to Greenland.
About 20% of Greenland’s population lives in settlements population 500
or below. It becomes inefficient to develop infrastructure and send teaching
staff to settlements, some settlement schools may have five of six pupils
ranging from grades 1-10 with one teacher. Compare this with schools in
towns where a teacher can teach a class of 20 pupils all in the same grade.
Another characteristic of Greenland, primarily in settlements, is a dependence on a traditional subsistence living. The traditional culture does not
value modern education, as indicated by the vast majority of Greenland’s
workforce having only completed primary school. There are very few academic jobs in Greenland and while the demand for education is increasing,
it is much lower than that of other developed nations. There is also a large
split between the genders in terms of education past the primary level, as
it is culturally expected of boys to immediately help out the family, while
girls tend to continue their education beyond primary school.
In 1979, when Greenland achieved Home Rule, it was decided that the
main language of instruction in primary schools was to be Greenlandic. The
previous influx of Danish teachers and teaching material endangered the
Greenlandic language and much of the culture embedded in the language.
However, Greenlandic-speaking teachers were hard to find, as they
could not bring in teachers from other countries like how they introduced
Danish-speaking teachers from Denmark. The prioritization of education

Glossary of Terms
in Greenlandic over certified teaching personnel meant that many teaching positions have been assumed by those without proper credentials
for teaching. This is most noticeable in settlements, where many of the
schools there have no certified teaching staff.
The lack of teaching staff also makes it difficult to expand the education
system. An increasing demand in education needs to be matched with an
increasing supply of educators. This is most apparent in the high school
system where a limited admission capacity, presumably due to a shortage
of qualified teachers, means that many students who want to enter secondary school and meet the requirements are turned away.
My research, presented on the following spreads, shows the current issues
education faces in Greenland and provokes the following questions:

Primary School

Mandatory education grades 1 through 10. The grades are divided into lower, middle, and
upper levels as per grades 1-3, 4-7 and 8-10.

Secondary School

Optional education grades 11-13. As of 2012 secondary school consists of half a year of
general courses and 2.5 years of specialized courses.

Continuation School

Optional education that fits between Primary and Secondary school. Many students
elect to go to continuation school to experience living in different towns, including some
in Denmark. Continuation School allows students with poor results to further prepare
themselves for a secondary education.

Vocational Schools

Tertiary education providing training and/or certifications but not academic degrees.

University

Tertiary education providing academic degrees Bachelor level or above.

Gymnasium

The previous high school system adopted from Denmark. The Gymnasium was replaced in
2012 by a system that allowed more flexibility in streams and course selection.

For the primary school class of 2011, 53% of students entered the
residual group (did not continue their education, see glossary) and 34% that did
continue education entered the residual group the following year.

Residual Group

What provisions can be made to increase the demand for
higher education in Greenland?

Workforce

In towns 28% of the workforce has a secondary level education while
12% have a post-secondary level. In settlements these figures are 13%
and 3.4% respectively.
How can educated jobs be introduced to settlements with minimal
impact to the traditional Greenlandic cultures?

66% of primary school teaching positions are filled by certified teachers.
How can Greenland address the shortage of certified teachers?

Pupils graduating from primary school who do not immediately enter secondary education.
The subset of the population between ages 18 and 65.

Qualified Teachers

Those who have the appropriate certifications for teaching at their particular educational
establishment.

Unqualified Teachers

Those who do not have the appropriate certifications for teaching at their particular
educational establishment.

Town

The capitals of the 18 municipal regions. The smallest town has a population of 391 and
the largest 9077. Approx. 66% of towns have a population above 1000.

Settlement

Villages which are not municipal capitals. Approx. 85% of settlements have a population
below 200, the largest settlement has a population of 682.
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Educational Reforms & Professional Development
Throughout its history Greenland’s education system has gone through many phases.
The combination of Greenland’s small population with funding by Denmark and more
recently the European Union allows the country to reform its education system with
relative ease. Due to the frequency of changes, teachers are habitually gathered into
local conferences and seminars to review and discuss changes in teaching methods
and changes in the structure of the education system.

Sources:
Education in Greenland
(2006, Karl Kristian Olsen, University of Alaska Fairbanks)
http://www.ankn.uaf.edu/IEW/edgreen.html
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Road to Employment
There has always been a large variation in study and employment advancement
between students in settlements and students in towns. Students born in towns are
more likely to proceed to higher education, this is due to a number of factors such as
availability of Danish teachers, proximity of educational institutions, employment opportunities in hometown, and differences in social values.

Sources:
Report on The Government of Greenland’s Education Strategy
(2012 Ministry of Education and Research)

Statistics Greenland
http://bank.stat.gl/database/Greenland/Education/Education.asp (UDEISCED2)

our

http://bank.stat.gl/database/Greenland/Population/Births/Births.asp (BEEBBL3)

Compared to international standards, Greenland’s education system falls short with
over 33% of primary school graduates not immediately proceeding with education.
Dropout rates in post-secondary schools are high too, with a national post-secondary
dropout rate of about 25%.
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Greenland: education and society between tradition and innovation
(Ib Goldbach, Intercultural Education Vol 11. No. 3, 2000)
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Teacher Qualifications
Greenland has an insufficient amount of certified teachers. Qualifying Greenlandicspeaking teachers are hard to find, resulting in many posts being unfilled or underqualified. Teachers in city schools are generally well-qualified, while the qualifications
of teachers in settlements vary from school to school. Some schools have no certified
teachers at all, it is an endless challenge to find and dispatch teachers to remote settlement schools.
right:
below:

Sources:
Udviklingen i lærerdækningen (The development of teacher coverage) (2011 Kanukoka)
http://www.kanukoka.gl/da/kommunale_sagsomraader/undervisning_og_kultur/folkeskolen/laererdaekningen
http://www.kanukoka.gl/kl-gl/media/3316/l%C3%A6rerd%C3%A6kning.xls
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2011 Qualifications of Teachers, sorted by optimal number of teachers
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Qasigiannguit

School for the
Mentally Disabled

10
5
1
Døveskolen (hearing disabilities)

Kangerlussuaq

Kangaatsiaq

Qaanaaq

Kulusuk

Kullorsuaq

Kuummiut

Kangaamiut

Sisimiut

Kangersutasiaq
Upernavik Kujalleq
Illoqqortoormiut

Qasigiannguit

Akunnaaq

Aasiaat

Qeqertarsuaq

Nuugaatsiaq

1-4
5-9

Ikamiut

Illorsuit
Ukkusiussat
Niaqornat
Qaarsut

10-24

25

Ittoqqortoormiit

Atuarfik
Mathias
Storch

Kitsissuarsuit

Kangaatsiaq

25-49

Niaqornaarsuk

Ikerasaarsuk

Ilulissat
School for the Mentally Disabled

Attu

Ikerasak

Saattut

Itilleq

Upernavik Kujalleq

Aasiat

Tasiusaq

Ikerasaarsuk
School for the Deaf

Minngortuunnguup Atuarfia

10
5
1
Specialskolen Tungujortuuaraq
(physical & mental disabilities)

Sermiligaaq

Nuussuaq

Qaqortoq

Arsuk

Saqqaq

Qaarsut

Atammik

Ukkusissat

Sarfannguaq

Kangersutasiaq

Akunnaaq

Qeqertaq

Tiniterilaaq

Aappilattoq

Innaarsuit

Isortoq

Qassiarsuk

Ivittuut

Sisimiut
Kangerlussuaq
Sarfannguaq
Itilleq
Tiniteqilaaq

Kangaamiut

Tasiilaq
Isortoq

Maniitsoq

5
1

Aappilattoq

Qasigiannguit

Aasiaat

Kangaatsiaq

Ado Lyngep Atuarfia
(mental disabilities)

Alluitsup Paa

Qeqertaq

Qeqertarsuaq

90+
10
5
1

Qeqertarsuatsiaat

Saattut
Uummannaq
Ikerasak

Saqqaq

50-89

Iginniafik
Attu

Niaqornaarsuk

Naajaat
Aappilattoq

Illimanaq

Nalunnguarfiup Atuarfia

Sisimiut

Upernavik

Ilulissat
Atuarfik
Jørgen Brønlund

10
5
1
Minngortuunnguup Atuarfia

Tasiusiaq

Innaarsuit

Napasoq
Atammik

Iginniarfik

Oqaatsut

Nuugaatsiaq

Narsarmiut

Tasiusaq

Illorsuit

Narsarsuaq

Ammasssivik

5
1

Napasoq

Ilimanaq

Siorapaluk

Kapisillit

Igaliku

Niaqornat

Savissivik

Saarloq

Qassimiut

Qassiarsuk
Narsaq

Kangerluk
Qaqortoq

1

Naajaat

Nutaarmiut

Qeqertat

Saarloq
1-4
5-9
10-24

10

25-49
50-89

USK

ASK

Eqalugaarsuit

Kapisillit

Qorsussuaq

Ikamiut

Nuussuup Atuarfia

Nuuk
5
1

Kitsissuarsuit

Sermiligaaq
Kuummiut
Kulusuk

Qeqertarsuatsiaat

Narsarsuaq
Igaliku
School for the Physically
and Mentally Disabled

Eqalugaarsuit
Ammasssivik

Paamiut

Kangilinnguit
Ivittuut
Narsaq
Qassimiut
Qaqortoq

Arsuk

Alluitsup Paa

Tasiusaq
Aappilattoq
Nanortalik
Narsarmiut

School for the Physically
and Mentally Disabled

1-4
5-9

# of teachers

10-24
25-49
50-89

certified teachers
over ideal amount
unfilled positions

Nanortalik

90+

uncertified teachers
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Education

The Residual Group
While all children complete primary school in Greenland, very few continue to higher
education. About 50% of students completing elementary school do not start immediately on further education. Of those that do choose to continue education, about 60%
choose to attend continuation school, oftentimes abroad in Denmark. However, upon
completion of continuation school more than half of these students do not continue
their education, adding further to the pool. This group of students who do not progress
from elementary school to secondary education is classified as the residual group and
is the subject of much attention as Greenland is trying to promote higher education.
As a result, the majority of Greenland’s workforce has only a primary level of education. This is especially apparent in settlements, where only about 10% of the
workforce have an education above the primary level. This is caused mostly by
the perceived value of education, but also contributing to the residual group is the
limited space in secondary schools. In 2012 35% of applicants to secondary schools
were rejected. While some of these were due to the applicant’s lack of credentials,
insufficient capacity in schools is still a hugely limiting factor in determining who can
proceed to education on a secondary level.
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Report on The Government of Greenland’s Education Strategy

2012 High School Applications by municipality
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Profiler for restgruppen 2011 (2011 Government of Greenland)

applicants

top right:	Applicants and Capacity of Secondary Schools in 2012
right:	Education Profile of Greenland in 2010
below:	Flow of Students into the Residual Group
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Sources:

2010 Greenland Education Profile
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Education

Saqqaq Case Study

meltwater basin

Saqqaq us a medium-sized settlement situated on Greenland’s
mid-west coast. The only education provided at this settlement
is the local primary school and a daycare/kindergarten situated within the Town Hall. The school employs three full-time
teachers, in addition to two part-time teachers who comprise
of an experienced local hunter, who teaches the boys hunting
techniques and how to make hunting equipment, and a woman
skilled in embroidery, who teachers the girls how to prepare and
sew skins.

A major issue this settlement faces is a large variance between
typical male and female roles. Most girls will continue their
education outside of Saqqaq, while the boys typically stay to assist their family. As a result there are many more young men than
there are young women, hampering the growth of the settlement.

Sources:
Saqqaq: an Inuit hunting community in the modern world
(Jens Dahl, 2000, University of Toronto Press)

Statistics Greenland
http://bank.stat.gl/database/Greenland/Fishing/Fishing.asp (FIE001)
http://bank.stat.gl/database/Greenland/Population/Mean%20Population/Mean%20Population.asp (BEESTM4)

Atuarfik Tuiisaq (for vacation schedule)
http://www.tuiisaq.gl/Tuiisaq%20INFO%20DK.htm

Saqqaq and other settlements elect to operate on a slightly
different schedule. In towns schools are closed on Saturdays
and Sundays, but here the school operates Saturday morning as
well. This allows the school to close for summer holidays in time
for the peak fishing season, in addition to providing activities for
students during the dark winter months.

Town Hall (Used for Kindergarten & Daycare)

8 enrolled

meltwater basin

Primary School
35 pupils

Uummannaq
Saqqaq

soccer field

3 full-time teachers 2 part-time teachers
Qeqertarsuaq

Aasiaat

2 Greenlandic 1 local hunter
1 Dane 1 local seamstress

Ilulissat
Qasigiannguit

Kangaatsiaq

N

100m

Saqqaq 188 residents
Aug

Age (years)

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Apr

Mar

May

Jun

Jul

0-3

Monday
4 - 15

Thursday
21 - 64

Christmas and New Year

Wednesday

Friday

remaining in Saqqaq

Easter

sons and daughters of Saqqaq
families ages 15 or above

Summer Holiday

16 - 20

Summer Holiday

Tuesday

Saturday
Sunday
65+

Saqqaq Class Schedule

in education
outside Saqqaq
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moved out
of Saqqaq

(and other settlement schools)

Illulisat Class Schedule
(and other town schools)

Hours of Daylight

Fishing Activity in
Illulisat Municipality

15

